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About This Game

Australian trip with dingo.

Languages: English, Russian, Ukrainian, Latvian, Portuguese, French, Chinese

Take a bright and exciting adventure in Australia with dog Dingo. A fascinating and extraordinary puzzle game. Your task is to
manage the dingo dog - to move the opal stones, to blow up the boxes, to use the portals and the conveyor belts, and also the

laser installations in order to reach the checkpoint. Do not forget to collect the energetic elements in order to get achievements.
Australian Trip is a game for those who love logical puzzles. In some problems it is necessary to think outside the box and

calculate the moves in advance.

Beautiful and colorful graphics will please you. Easy and convenient controls. A lot of levels are scattered on the map of
Australia. Original music with elements of Australian Aboriginals will immerse you in the atmosphere of Australia.

Do not even think that you will pass all levels on the first try, some levels will make you think very hard. Accessible for all ages,
because the game does not require a quick reaction. Play and enjoy the trip to Australia.

Features:
✔ Addictive puzzles;

✔ The game in the sokoban genre;
✔ A game for savvy people;

✔ Beautiful graphics;
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✔ Excellent controls;
✔ For people of any age;

✔ Original Aboriginal music;
✔ Lasers, portals, bombs.

How to play:
Your task is to interact with objects and get to the checkpoint.
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Title: Australian trip
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SergioPoverony
Publisher:
SergioPoverony
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core 4 Duo or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0 compatible Sound Card

English,Russian,Ukrainian,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,French
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Interesting concept. Music, sound effects, special effects and animation aren't great. The combat is far too easy, which is too
bad because the system and UI are crisp. A lot of reply potential but squandered at the lack of any difficulty. You could say this
game is essentially a visual novel with an easy mini-game tacked on.

Verdict? Buy it if you want? I guess?. Before I get to the review I should add why I recommended this game because it
definitely won't appeal to everyone but this is a combination of an Awareness of Bullying set in a Surreal Lucid
Dreaming environment & that is a very original way to spread a message...

This game starts with the male protagonist, Gil, telling us of less positive sides to his life up to the present day which is
voice acted in an Italian accent simultaneously alongside broken English text on the screen.
The opening scene lands us in Gil's room that can be explored using the common UNITY controls. The first thing that
will grab your attention is the complexity behind the simple act of picking up an interactive item. In most games the
item is taken and ends up in an inventory to use as and when needed BUT here the item can be picked up and there are
a few actions to be done : Zoom Take Leave being the main choices. If you're able to Take the item it will go into the
Inventory (ESC key) otherwise a message will show saying it cannot be taken.
The player can investigate other areas of the room (switching on\/off lamps & opening drawers among them) but the main
objective is obvious as you see a circular light area near the bed to head towards.
Upon entering this lighted circle the screen loads you into Gil's Lucid Dreamworld which takes you down the path leading to
Gil's past school and during this visual walk you see the credit introduction to the game - this was a nice touch that I hadn't
seen used before in an Indie title.
So why is Gil using his Lucid dreaming powers? Well, it's here where Gil will face past school life events that have deep
rooted psychological effects on him and, as we enter areas of the school, Gil (through the voice acting) briefly explains past
scenarios that occurred.
The aim of the game is to help Gil overcome the memories and bury his psycho-traumatic fears by finding items such as keys
to access school areas then, once inside, solve puzzles as dictated by Gil or shown in note hints. I should add one of the first
puzzles has been mentioned in other reviews as being too vague or challenging and I agree to an extent mainly because while
you are in Gil's Lucid dream you have a healthbar in the lower left of the screen that shows as a heart within a circle. This
circle gradually disappears and, as the circle gets shorter, your vision is made blurry and Gil's 'mental' temperament becomes
more erratic. When this circle fades away you restart the level. Luckily there are plenty of 'medicine bottles' to collect that
helps replenish Gil's state of mind. This makes the puzzle solving a lot more challenging as it becomes not only a gradual
time based situation but the blurriness makes it harder to investigate. (I should add that during movements like walking there
is a blurred sensation where the environment comes into focus each time and this can be awkward for anyone with Motion
Sickness or other similar problems)

The inventory shows as a full-screen layout with block areas to the left where your collected items are stored and, to the
right, is the actions you can do with the items. Personally I feel this inventory can be replaced and just have the item controls
I mentioned above that are seen when investigating an inventory item. This means after you have picked up the medicine
bottles they can be used at a push of a set-button (say Shift key as an example) instead of having to go through the longer
journey of accessing the inventory screen. This will help in a big way with the first puzzle of solving the safe code.
One very immersive side to the game was the sound as it complimented the lucid blur effects used when Gil was succumbing
to this 'dark side' during the repression stages of his Lucid dreaming.
The message within the game touches on a very real & traumatising time that seriously impacts on a young teens development
both socially & within themselves. I admired the unique approach taken in this gameplay towards that subject and, as I said
at the start, it's why I recommend this game. Yes it has its faults and it needs polishing but its got a lot of potential.

~~~~~~~~Liked what you see? You can find more at Have a Word~~~~~~~~~~~~. Well that was interesting, a nice little
lovecraftian game that didn't stink. Fairly immersive to a point, and a couple of interesting twists. Definitely in the adventure
category as it mostly consists of finding and using items, definitely an item hunt. I do have to say there were a very few points
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where what you were supposed to do or where to go next was a little obscure, and a couple of the item orders will have you
scratching your head at the lack of realistic logical setup. Without giving anything away I'll just say that it seems like an awful
lot of trouble for cultists to go to every time they want to open their secret entrance

It has pretty good atmosphere, and it made me jump a few times. After a while though you get used to the rules of the chase and
it looses a ltittle of it's tension. The first person is very smooth, although crossing narrow boards, or jumping gaps is a bit clunky
at times (not that it really matters as checkpoints are plentiful). The graphics are superb as one would expect from someone
using cryengine. The music is suitably atmsophereic, although what really made me most tense were the occassional periods of
absolute silence. On sound I have to say it went a tiny bit extra. In the woods, you hear twigs cracking that you didn't step on
letting you know that you aren't alone out there. Animals sometimes go silent around threat. Large bushes swish when you go
through them. Nice little touches. I didn't notice any glaring graphical or technical issues, and overall it was fun. A tad short,
taking me 5,7 hours, so expect 4-6 depending on how much sightseeing you do.

If I had any real complaint about it, it would be the font size of the readables. Anyone with bad eyes not sitting within 6-8 inches
of the monitor will be lucky to be able to read any of it.

Overall, I quite enjoyed it. On a scale of 1 to 10 (Amnesia being my 10) I'd give it a 7.5. I simply do not get why this game
exists it tries to much and does so little it want's to be an Arcade racer, a Car combat game, a demolition derby game and an
offroad racer and does none of them.

The trucks handle like magic carpets and you really start to ask: "WTF AM I SUPPOSED TO DO!!!" not beaucause it's hard
but beaucause it's dull.

It could have been more.
It could have been Hard Truck 1 and 2 Combined
But it has Thrown away it's potential.. I use this for my MMO recordings all the time. I love the overlay (FPS, timer, countdown,
CPU/GPU stats, Teamspeak 3 who's talking, etc) feature which allows me to get an on screen timer w/ raids/timed bosses.
Getting it up and running is a breeze, though setting up the overlays just the way I wanted them took some time. The MB/sec
when recording is very customizable with the usual quality vs. hard drive conservation trade offs.

Pros:
Real time compression (though not very high compression)
Easy to use
Not resource intensive
VERY active with updates
Overlays that are visible during gameplay and/or in recording

Cons:
Some reports of crashes (haven't experienced them myself)
Requires admin privilege (can get around that with Microsoft Application Compatibility Toolkit if you know what to do)
Ventrilo overlay temporarily removed (dev said it will be back soon)
. First challenging DLC out of the bunch. Mission takes place only during the first era. So you have to finish the mission before
your mandate runs out. The randomness of the mandate length bonuses\/penalties and the constant earthquake distasters make it
a challenge.

. looks like this game's...
not so legendary. Great sim however the save function is still not working after game restart and my version states 2.15?
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Very nice, not to hard, good gameplay. Love this game a lot. Mixing music with martial arts is very fun. The only thing I didn’t
like much is that Mei story has the same stages and song than Lee. Wish they could have done something different. Still…great
game.. top 10/10 vodki. If you like point and click adventure and vr games, Dead secret is for you.
I really liked the puzzles in it and the story kept me hooked pretty easily.
The big weakness of that game is it's lenght, 16$ for 2 hours of gameplay is poor.
Good thing I got it in a bundle.
. got it in humble bundle. didn't expect much. it turned out to be more fun than most AAA games, amazing game. Fun casual
game. Buy it if you like this sort of bubble-popping game. It's eaten more than enough hours of my life to justify the purchase.
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